The salt convection is highly organized into tall thin columns of fluid alternately ascending and descending. By conducting heat laterally, in the manner of a heat exchanger, the fluid is able to overcome the stabilizing effect of the vertical temperature field, and to draw upon the potential energy in the unstable salt field to drive the convection against viscosity. Once we know the form of the actual convection we can compute the most efficient columnn diameter. Dr. Willem Malkus of the University of California has formulated an ad hoc mathematical theory of this columnar regime which predicts many of the features observed, such as the spacing of the columns and their velocities of ascent and descent. Figure 1 shows the finite amplitude columnar regime in case 2a as photographed from the side, using fluorescein dye to delineate the lower fresh water.
In thinking about what might possibly occur in case 3a, we anticipated that a rather different finite amplitude regime would occur (Stommel2): in fact, it 50 GEOPHYSICS: 'UIRER AND STOMMEA1 h'L PROC. N. A. S. seemed possible that horizontal layering might occur. Figures 2 and 3 show that this indeed is the case, and we will henceforth confine our attention to this particular form of convection.
The layering shown in Figures 2 and 3 was produced from an initially smooth, stable salinity distribution at constant temperature, by external heating from below. The layers are formed from the bottom up by a turbulent convective mechanism. Elements near the bottom are heated and become buoyant with respect to their imminiediate surroundings. They rise and mix with the fluid round them until they reach a level where their temperature excess no longer compensates for the density excess due to their high salinity. In this way an initially linear distribution of salinity is well stirred at the bottom, and a layer nearly uniform in temperature and salinity produced. The cessation of the growth of the first layer and the formation of further layers on top of it is a consequence of the difference in the diffusivities . and random in position. There are no observable organized horizontal motions comparable with the size of the tank. The motions in adjoining layers tend to be in opposite directions near the interfaces, suggesting that elements in the lower layer are moving down along slightly sloping interfaces as they lose their heat, while those in the upper move upward as their temperature rises due to transfer from below. The motions are thermally, not frictionally, driven across the 4 terfaces.
Individual interfaces move upward, but very slowly. The major changes observed with time are the formation of new layers on top of the existing ones, while the two lowest layers become closer in density and eventually merge; the bottom layer thus becomes much thicker than those above it. This behavior can be explained by taking into account the diffusion of salt, as well as heat. Though ._.. -FIG. 3. -Further illustrations of the stratiform finite amplitude convection in case 3a under different conditions. (a) Initial salinity gradient about twice that of the experiment in Fig. 2 , with the same heating rate. Again three layers are outlined with fluorescein mixed from below while four more are made visible with aluminum powder mixed into the water at the beginning of the experiment. (b) Deeper layers formed from an initial salinity gradient about the same as that in Fig. 2 , with twice the heating rate at the bottom of the tank. the formation of the layers depends on the greater rate of diffusion of heat, salt is also transferred across the interfaces at a far greater rate than can be explained by molecular diffusion alone. Layers can be formed by this convective mechanism from very large salinity gradients, with a suitably large heating rate. Their depth increases with increasing heating rate and decreases with increasing initial salinity gradient.
The phenomenon is complicated by heat flux horizontally through the walls, and this can independently produce a similar banded structure as shown by MNIason and Mtendenhall.3 The relative effect of lateral flux of heat can be reduced by insulation of the side walls and by imposing a strong vertical heat flux. The detailed structure of layers produced in these two ways is different enough to allow one to distinguish between them: lateral heating gives a single large convection
